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“Despite the fact that simple, quick interactions will be key
to maximising the potential of voice out of home, brands
can also encourage people to request more information
about their products for later review.”
– Matt King, Category Director, Technology and
Media Research

This report looks at the following areas:
People are never going to buy a pension or book a holiday through their digital assistant while they’re
waiting for a train, but they could be encouraged to request more information to read later, particularly
if incentivised with discounts or sign-up bonuses.
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•
•
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Smartphones remain the most-bought device despite the challenge of innovation
Smartwatch growth continues, with wearable camera ownership also on the rise
Signs of a resurgence in desktop ownership
Peripherals driving growth in TV connectivity
News consumption leads to increased tablet activity
People getting happier to use voice both in and out of home
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